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renewing their triumphs.
The Eneisel String Quartette have opened a new
season of artistic chamber concerts.
The Ohio M. S. A. hold their thirteenth meeting at
Dayton, Ohio, December 26th, 27th," 28th, 29th.
A reception and mnsicale took place at the new resi¬
dence of Xaver Scharwenka, at which many mhsical
celebrities took part
Emil Pare, the new conductor of the Boston Sym¬
phony Orchestra, haB made the impreBBion that he is a
strong, scholarly musician.
W. J. Henderson, the eminent, author and critic, is
to give twenty lectures upon the history of music for the
New York College of Music.
The • programme of the First New York Philhar¬
monic Concert included Schumann’s third or Rhenish
Symphony. Materna waB the soloist
Matebna remains with ns till Jane. Then let us hope
farewell before her great reputation as an artist is
killed by.a too persistent lingering on the stage.
.
The meetings of the M. T. N. A. and the N. Y. 8. M.?
T, A. are both to be held in New York this coming
summer. It ib to be hoped they will not conflict
Guilmant’s visit has resulted in a decided advance
-movement in organ playing in this country. His work
was a revelation of thepos8ibilities of . the king of instru¬
ments.
.

Adels Aus deb Ohe will be the soloist at the Second
Philharmonic Concert. She played a Tschaikowsfey
concert under the composer’s direction at hiB last pub¬
lic appearance.
It is reported that the advance sales tor Patti's con-
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such a vicious pull that Bhe came pear losing a lock.
At another lesson the teacher spoke about a wonderful
piece—Lay Campanalla by Lits, the next day Ethel
heard this piece referred to as La Campanella by List.
(LiBzt)“ Lit8 or List; I wonder which is right. I begin
to think Miss Strummer does not know all she ought to,..
to be a teacher.” Thereupon Ethel began to propound
questions to Miss Strummer which greatly confused the
poor woman. “What does sireito mean, Miss Strum¬
mer? What is the meaning of stargando f ”—to which
questions Miss S. replied that they were foreign words
and didn’t mean anything in particular.
About this time Ethel received invitations from three
of her cousins to spend a portion of the winter at their
-respective homes.- Cousin Ada lived in Boston, Cousin
Emma lived in New York State, while Cousin Bella was
a resident of New York City.
- Ethel started first for Boston to visit her Cousin Ada,
whom she found taking piano lessons at the New England1
Conservatory of Music. Ethel decided to take advan¬
tage of this grand opportunity to improve herself int
music and take lessons too, remembering poor Amandai
Malvina, and mindful of the fact that Bhe herself mightb
some time have to earn her own living. For the pextfc.
three months she practiced diligently at the piano, tooki
lessons in harmony, attended concerts and musical lec¬tures, practiced foar-hahd music—-prima vista playing—with her Cousin Ada, learned the proper pronunciationi
of Italian musical terms, and the names of the com¬posers, and read a great many books from the Conserva¬
tory library. At the end of three months she and Adaa
set out to visit Cousin Emma in New York State. Thee
fame of their musical acquirements had preceded thema
and they found themselves invited out every evening,;,
where they met all the musical people, both professional
il
and* amateur, that, this lively little inland, town could
d
boast of
,
. ■
' - .
Their havjng received an urgent invitation from Bella
a
to spend the next two months with her in New York
k
city, the three cousins started off, with most delightful
il
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ister of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable for all voices.
They will be found most useful studies, and so melodious In charac¬
ter as to be practically songs without words.
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he gives the programme of one of the “ musical solilo¬ themselves, with the mel
quies ’’ which he gave in Borne, and which, he adds, he and poetic content. . . .
would be impertinent enough to introduce even in Paris, in thenotation ? It makes
with the motto, “ le Concert c'est moi ” :■—
another place he Bays:
• (1) Overture io William TeK, played by.M. L.~
own modest pieces, I am
(2) Reminiscences of The Puritans, Fantasia com¬ to let well-disposed artist
In a letter dated Nov
posed and executed by the same.
(S) Etudes and Fragments, by the same.
suggestive remarks on th
(4) Improvisation on Given Motives, always by the of songs for the piano,
lines, to aid the pianist in
same.
A charming domestic picture of Liszt at the piano is mood. This hint, unfor
given in one of his letters to Schumann, in which he publishers^ In another
tells him,of his three-year-old daughter Blandine: “ As on the plan he. adopted
for your ‘ Scenes of Childhood,VI owe to them one of of noting the different or
the keenest pleasures of my life. . . . My dear Mr. sion for piano. “It wo
Schumann, three or four evenings every week I play to pretend that a pianist can
her your ‘Kinderscenen,’ which enchant her, and me of orchestral hints on
even more, as you can imagine—so_. much bo that I : something in that way, a
often repeat the first part twenty times without going him in the proper accentu
arrangm
farther. Truly, I believe you would be satisfied with
-• Apart from his araang
,
. ,. ,
this success if you could be a witness of it.”
little
little to
to say
say in
in his
his lette
lette
Two of the earliest letters are addressed to his teacher, instrument, for
the simpl
simp
for-the
Carl Czerny, “ the master to whom I owe my talent and hinted, most of these let
my success,” and whom he endeavors to induce to try his. istic period of virtuosit
luck in Paris (1829). Twenty-seven yearB later he writes orchestra and the voice m
to Pruckner: “In the twenties, when a large part of thus touch upon the cu
Beethoven’s. yrorkB were to most musicians a sort of greatest pianist really di
Bphinx, Czerny played Beethoven exclusively with not¬ in regions apart from w
able intelligence, and adequate, effective technique; nor specialty. In:trnth, the
did he subsequently repudiate such progress as was impetuous Hungt&ian s
made in technique, but assisted it with hia teachings and with its dynamic power
works. It is a pity that he should have weakened his there, are allusions to an
influence by excessive productivity, instead of continu¬ proximate the piano at
“giant-grand” built, a
ing in the line of his noble first sonata.”
with
three keyboards, pe
Although Liszt closed the lid of his own piano at so
Who were Liszt’s si
early a period in his life', he still continued to write for
that instrument, - and to make arrangements for it of where gives us a list of
various orchestral compositions. We come across him tween the lines of his c
repeatedly at one of these tasks; and cannot help admir¬ in chronological order
ing his conscientiousness and thoroughness, coupled Chopin, Schumann, and
with his characteristic modesty. Richard Wagner him- dieart were Wagner, C
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7. Valsette.......
4S
8. Historiette ..
,40
9. Doll’s Waltz.......'.....-.. .40
10. Little Ballade..... .40
11. Melody......... .40
12. Ennui Valse......
.40
__18. JSpringjgoiig,.,.............................»wwW"*_J0,
14 Marehe Triomphale. .40 .
15. Fairy Tale.
.40
- 16. Valse Rococco..v.....
.40
17. Bock Me to Sleep....
.40
18. Tarantelle...
.40
19. Little Theme.
.40
20. Valse Gracieuse.
.40

FOUR HAND8.
Kolling, C. Rosebuds, Op. 813. Twelve instructive pieces with¬
out octaves:— No. 1. Slumber Song.
$0.25
2. Conveiwtion..............
.25
8. jSoiian Harp..:..,......... .40
4...Children’s Dance .. .40
5. Out in the Green..... .40
6. Savoyard Shepherd Boy .......
.40
7. Village Scene....*... A0
8. Friendship........... .40
9. Bogueiy............40
10. In the Meadow.... .40
11. Cossack Dance.....-... A0
12. -Ball-room Memories...50

PIANO STUDIES, ETC.
Biemann, Dr. H. Comparative Piano Sohool, theoretical and
practical, A guide to the study of the most Important educational
works for the Pianoforte, completed by the addition of. selected
material. Materials in four books:—
Book 1. Elementary School.......$1.50
2. Preliminary Technical • Studies for developing strength,
independence, and fluency in the fiDgera,'for producing
the various kinds of touch, and for insuring control of
dynamic shading.,.
~........$1A0
3. Melodic Ornaments. Directions tor executing the orna¬
ments of melody correctly and in proper style.$1.60
4. Rhythmical Problems, Triplets, Doublets, Quartettes.
Quintettes, etc..,.,.
_..$1A0

VOCAL STUDIES.
Hanptner, Th. Voice Culture. A new theoretical and practical
school of singing for the use of all voices according to the most
approved principles........$2A0

ciiAM.
The Organist’s Album. A collection of classical and modern
music for the organ in the church' and home, selected and
adapted by D. F. Stillman.
Two volumes, each..............................$1 A0
The first olume in in. 7S differ sat choice pieces on 82 pages
of music.
The second 78 pieces on 87 pages of mnsio.
Complete catalogue of publications furnished free of charge
on application.
Any of the foregoing mentioned compositions sent for exami¬
nation.

Mistes-WM. ROHLFING & SONS-Impite.
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, finished artist.

Its distinguishing characteristics

tioned have obliged me to listen with more or lesB dis„ crimination to singers, not by the score, but literally by
V- the thousand. Cinder Shoebuttons, my cat, has scarcely
recovered from the terror inspired by the last irritation
this^ery afternoonr i shall not say hoiFimalFis the
proportion of all these thousands who have shown an ap¬
preciation of the primitive and true purpose of singing ;
*Hffnas been small, as a rule. What pleasure I have re¬
ceived has come from good vocalization merely.
Not
being a singing teacher, I have wondered whether there
may not be a shortcoming in the prevalent systems
of instruction.
I have wondered thus, because of the Wonder which I
have seen so often on the faces of artists when I have asked
them .about the poet’s meaning or the composer’s mean¬
ing in a.given phrase. Why is it that so many profes¬
sional singers who are pupils of singing teachers of un¬
questioned excellence never attempt an operatic rdle, or
a serious new concert work without “ passing ” it with a
specialist ? Is there such a difference between vocalizing
and singing that the arts required two specialists to teach
them ? Surely there ought to be one art—not two. In
. the palmy days of singing, which we read about j and the
traditions which every teacher of the Italian method
professes to preserve, there was no such thingas learning
to vocalize, but not to sing. Singers were then, indeed,
expected to be much more than is asked of them by
Wagner in his latest lyric dramas. With voice, dramat¬
ic skill, and instinct and training, one can get along with
Wagner’s music; but in that early day when pure musi¬
cal beauty was the aim of the singer, one was expected
to be trained in theory, counterpoint; harmony, and the
laws of composition, as well as in the art of vocalization.
Every musical student is supposed to be familiar with
the old stories of vocal training in the Italian schools.
Some are moldy with age and threadbare from use, like
that of the page of scales set as a three years’ task to a
pupil by Porpora.
But it might surprise even some
teacheiB to learn that by far the smaller proportion of the
hours in the many years devoted to the study of Binging in
the old Roman schools was given to Btudy and practice
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Melodic Studies of Medium Difficulty.
ByHERMANM0HR,0p.66.
3 Books, 60 cts. each.
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“ Musikzeitung.”

American Guitars.
No. 74, Mahogany, $10. No. 76, Rosewood,
$12.50. Our own make.

Musical Penmanship.
By E. BRESLAUR-GANS.

75 cts.

Edition of the New England Conservatory of Music,
Boston. Practical exercises for music writing.

Artists* Violins.
$20 to $100.
Made after the best models of the old masters. They
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Jadassohn, Manual of Harmony.
Translated by PAtH.TOREK and H. B. PASMORE.
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Imported Mandolins.
THE JUNIATA. Clear and sweet tone. No. 25,
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remedies are to be used.
“Tt is Teffevident thaTlhger,
must, be developed, and tha
require Etudes, technical stud
the patient has already had an
ing in her present condition.
not be withdrawn.
We will look further and
required a preliminary treatme
iary treatment which will
condition.
The seat of the trouble is
must apply our treatment her
the disposition, habits of thoug
patient, and, as far as possible
personality. When this is d
our aid influences, soothing o
inspiring, as the need may b
bing against these tendencies,
an undue amount of attentio
patient, to her weaknesses, we
healthy mental condition, w
resume its sway and the natur
perfect work.
Case No. 2.—-Patient, a you
teen, with a naturally good qu
habits of position, touch, tim
every particular.
This patient, has naturally e
completely overshadowed t(by l
flightiness (possibly increased
it is like a moss-Covered oak.
tion to pride herBelf in her “ d
inability to stick to it, yet ther
vent a refusal to undertake th
tempted to do. Now, here a
mental trouble, bnt of an enti
We mast again strike at the

printed analysis and an adequate system for our
guidance.”
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The pedal is to modern ears the salvation of the piano.
No other instrument save the harp, which is, strictly
speaking, a naked piano, has anything which bears the
slightest analogy to the apparatus of the damper pedal,
or* as it is eommonlybut incorrectly termed, the loud
pedal of the piano. It adds grace and poetry to the
single tone; to the player it affords an invaluable means
of working up to a climax, which would be impossible
without its cumulative and sustaining power. It is even
safe to say that, if it were not for its pedal, the piano,
in the present state of musical taste and progress,
would be & partly obsolete instrument.
Ears accus¬
tomed to the tone-color and fulness of the modern or¬
chestra, to the mighty effects of modern dramatic music,
would find the unaided tones of the piano painfully thin
and lacking in expression. Such a manner Of playing
suited the contrapuntal style which was in vogue during
the last century. The music of this century , however,
is on *a harmonic basiB; great tone masses and complex
modulation distinguish it from that by Bach and Handel.
Schmitt, indeed, ascribes this change directly to the
development of the piano as an instrument, which may
seem to some .to substitute the effect for the cause. He
claims that since most composers begin their careers as
pianists, the style of composition in general has changed
with the manner of writing for the piano—that as the
instrument became more powerful in tone and the pedal
used to secure climax and force, so orchestral compo¬
sitions have broadened in color and form. As examples,
of pedal effects transferred to the orchestra, he instances
the finale of the overture to Tannhauser, the magic fire
scene and ride of the Valkyries from “Die Walkiire,”
which he intimateB are indirectly due to the invention
of such effects on the piano by Thalberg and Liszt.
It is singular that such an important feature of modern
piano playing should have received such scant attention
from a pedagogical point of view; it seems, as Schmitt
remarks, hardly to have gone beyond the standpoint of
instinctive feeling on the part of the player. As this
instinct is not always trustworthy, sad confusion is wont
to occur in the Btndent’s use of the pedal. In the eyes
of many it has fallen into a certain discredit, and this is
increased by the numerous unreliable and absurd signs
for its use which disfigure so many compositions. There
is a feeling among pupils of being blamed for its use, and
yet of not being able to do withont its aid; and the con¬
sequent uncertainty is by no means conducive to repose
or correctness of playing. I once heard a pupil sigh:
‘* Oh, if I only knew what to do with the pedal 1 There
mast be Borne way of using it rightly if I could only day
hold of it.”

not been fully understood
ties of the pedal.”
Among recent artists,
Paderewski have shown w
by skilful pedaling. The
their most beantifnl and a
wiirKe' revealed fry a stud
heartily recommended to a
piano playing.
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She now meets with an educated teacher from Leipzig,
whose standard greatly conflicts with her own. Here is
her opinion in full: * Mr. N. was certainly a beautiful,
Iplayer and a most painstakingteacher, but he had cer¬
tain drawbacks. First, he was nervous and shy in his
manner, which is most objectionable in a master. Then
—he .was too”exacting and~over critical,'"nWef“seemin^^
satisfied with anything that I did. If I played ever so
correctly he would complain that some note was not held
down Tong' enough (as if that mattered, so long as it
sounded rightly), or that I played in too level a tone, or
used the pedal wrongly, or fingered improperly, or
something, until I got quite impatient and longed to cry,
‘ What does it matter so long as the piece goes smoothly ?’
Then, too, his pieces were always so dreadfully classical
and ineffective. If he ever gave me any modern music
at all it was by some' German composer with an unpro¬
nounceable name, and so bristling with accidentals that
when once learned it never would keep learned, but got
fresh mistakes in it every time one played it. But the
. worst was his persuading me to play studies. He wanted
me to practice scales and finger-exerciBes, but there I
flatly rebelled. I had done with the nursery, thank you !
He declared that he played them every day himself, but
I took the liberty of quietly disbelieving him. Still, the
studies were bad enough. Mr. N. assured me that they
would improve my touch and execution ; I never found
that they did, and they certainly. did n^t improve my
temper.
To think of the time I wasted over those
dreadful things, when I might just as well have been
practicing something that I could play to people. Six
mortal times a day did I wade through that tangle of
notes,.and by next lesson it was as full of wrong notes
and things as ever. As I could only spare an hour a
day. for practice, I thought it too bad to waste my time
thus, and should at last have demanded a release from
my toils; but after six months we again changed our
place of; residence, and I my master. Still, I fancy I
did make progress with Mr. N., and should have liked
him-very much had it not been for the above-mentioned
drawbacks, and also a way he had of seeming uncomfort¬
able all the time of the lesson, shrinking or wincing
when I played a wrong note. This, if not an affectation,
was an unpleasant mannerism, besides showing inferior
breeding.”
She is now placed under a.certain Mr. R., whom she
describes as ‘‘an energeticandrather hot-tempered man.
He used to walk up and down the room or stand away
againBt the mantelpiece while I played, and shout out
when anything went wrong; but he would never correct
me, however long it took me to find out mv mistake. I
think this was a very good plan. When I was stupid,
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The preparation of the present edition was entrusted to the hands of
the veteran pianist and editor, Dr. William Mason, whope life-long experience and special training render him peculiarly fitted for carrying out
a.
un,ag.nftask"requiring exceptional powers of anaty-

ssl

of the masic aDd careful marking of the flngering’the editor descends
he taken by the right or lbft hand, which frequently occurs throughout
these pieces.
Weber the pianist has of late been overshadowed by Weber the
romantic type, to overlook these works, in which (to quote from Weitzmann) “ the combination of dramatic animation with brilliant effect in
the pianoforte style” is “so powerfully employed.” The Oonceruiuric he
terms “the most effective and transporting composition of its class
which had appeared np to that time”—high praise, indeed, and well
deserved. But these pieces are pf value not only in the concert hall,
where their aepearance would now have all the charm of novelty: they
are models of a taste and technical finish in which no flavor of antianKmg^nfdructi^vi^ecMVo^p^m^Btudei^ No^eane? Authority than
Sir Julius Benedict says of Weber’s Op. 7 (the seven variations on the air
Vien qua Dorina bella). that “its chief distinctions are an originality of
treatment, an elegance and variety which make it stand prominent,
even now, amongst the standard works of com pose re for the pianoforte.’*
We may add, that from the standpoint of technique and expression they
took for a revival of interest in these
• classical masterpieces upon the appearance of the present edition.
t?
o Iur~•
,i n<r
n
.
For Sale by all Music Dealers.
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tion for lack of proper a
companiment thoroughly—
uniting do not attempt a
of songs for low voice—a continuation of the series. In a volume of
paniment, reading the me
AAmnantion nrifL tlio nlo wi
popular songs, such as is here presented, it is interesting to note the
connection with the playi
.varied characteristics-of the compositions,embracing-songa-of battle- withtheaccompaniment;
on. land and sea; gongs of love; songs of the forge and mine; songs of
words and song. The re
town and country; gongs of devotional or sacred character; gongs of
most indifferent, It mak
daring and heroic deeds. The fame of the composers is world-wide;
into it unpreparedr It is
they stand as the greatest exponents of ballad writing. As this collec¬
a strange house at midn
tion is intended, principally, for the use of Altos and Baritones, the
knees and elbows, and ste
songs do not extend above E, while several are especially adapted for
Reading part songs sep
very low Bass voices. The selections are unsurpassed, and for use in
uniting melody and accom
concert hall or parlor this volume is invaluable.
prehensiveness of grasp
Popular English Songs and Ballads for Low Voice, Yol 1, contains
knowledge of chords and
162 pages, printed from new plates, engraved expressly for this work,
value.
on fine toned paper. The cover contains a correct and finely executed
One great source of m
portrait of Stephen Adams. Musicians will appreciate the fine paper,
girls especially, is a lac
excellent printing, and substantial binding (two styles—paper and half
cases ont of ten, iB gove
cloth) of this book.
and surroundings; chief
could count the love affa
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Bells (The) of-St. Mary’s ....Rodney
Beside Me -...........Mallei
the flippant, classic, sent
Brave (The) Light..:..........Roeckd
one representing a swing
Gherette.'.......Haeckel(_
musical fidelity and harm
Chief (TJie) Mate’s Story............Ponlet
Clang (The) of the Hammer....’..I.Bonheur
Of course an “ artist
Deep in the Mine........Jude
these several distinct cla
Down in the Depths of the Sea ......Moir
is not yet an artist. If t
Fiddle and L.
Goodeve
For a Dream’s Sake...... Gowen- former case the undercur
Forge (The)...
Watson
Nor iB the one dropped f
Gars (The) of Heaven....Tours
the emotional, untrained
Golden Harvest...
Moir
I Told YpuSo.
Mora
choose and keep as a sty
Kingdom (The) of Love...... .Jr....Rodney
with temperament, physi
Loyal Death ...
Blainesis no leading instinct, ad
Mighty (The) Deep.
..Jude
Mona..
Adams
This means till that type
Our Last Waltz.......
Molioy
things keep up what has
Out on the Deep.........LOhr
Very many miss makin
Outpost (The).'•......Rinsuti
Over the Harbor Bar..
....Marks
judgment in choosing
Promise (The) of Tears,.Rodney
the dramatic mast enter
Soldier’s (The) Dream,.....Rodney
appeal to a mixed andien
Song (A) from Heaven...,.....-...Cowm,
They All Love Jack.....'..Adame
case, sing or play someth
Thy King...........
Rodney
of an instruction book..
Toreador, I la!...;.
.Trotbre
much may be lost by the
When Daylight Fades.
Moir
When the Lights are Low.........Lane
in singing or playing th
Wonders (The) of the Deep....1.Jude
Inferior music need not
Your Haim in Mine
....'.....Boeekel
has a stirring, fetching
Paper, Cloth Back, $1.00.
Half Cloth, $1.25.
sufficient good music tha
and such is well worth
quered difficulty may ap
For Sale by THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, and connoisseur; it does
sion for a beginner.—Th
AMD BY ALL MDBIO DKALKBS
All that we have said in our announcements of the companion books .

music, is good. Fieces that have in the one hand or the other a con¬
stantly recurring note length, such as as accompaniment of eighth
notes, this to heipteesaure the rioteg of various leugtbsagainst.- Aboveall, such pupils must be made to play for the inner rhythmic feeling,
and tocount from within, feeling the rhythm, and saying the count
v«out aloud;-guidingitseven'recumihce"by this'innerfeeling~of"timer
Do not forget that time, rhythm, is as real as tone, and above all,
that it is a matter of inner feeling of rhythm rather than outside
counting or metronome beating.
C. W. L.
B. J. B.—“ What shall one call the room where the music teaching
is done 7” Studio, of course. If you will turn to Webster you can
read—Studio: “The work shop of an artist. Study, school.” But
do not call it an “office.” Webster says of this word: “Office:
Place In which public officers and others transact business; apart¬
ments in which domestics discharge the service of a house.”
E. H. K.—“ How can one learn phrasing 7” By studying the best
' annotated editions, by reading W. Si B, Mathew’s “ How to Under¬
stand Music,” Yol. L, the first few chapters, playing the programmes
of classic but easy pieces given at the end of each chapter. By play¬
ing the same author’s books, “ Introduction to Phrasing; Phrasing,”
Yol I. and Vol. IL, and MacdougalPs “Studies in Melody Playing,”
Yols. L and II. All but “ Phrasing,” Yol. IL, are easy. C. W. L.
T. L. B.—There are no five-finger excises In Landon’s “Piano¬
forte Method,” as you say. This is because the Mason “ Two-finger
Exercises” are given. There can be no question which are the
better for the pupil, and which are the more Interesting, and you
know that interest goes hand in hand with advancement.
C. T. S.—The fractions that you write about as finding in the
“Music Writing Book,” are solved as follows: ^ is equal to Adotted
eighth note, and calls on the pupil to make that note .on the blank
staff; j represents a dotted whole note; A a dotted sixteenth note;
ft a quarter note with two dots; { a whole note with two dots.
C. W. L.
*
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Y. G. W.—Your pupil who comes t
all wrong, parts of the lesson entirel
-other-fulhor partial-shorteomingsi-ne
part in taking a lesson. At once teac
hour’s work. You will find these pup
that they never hear your explanatio
a half knowledge, and they always
own capabilities. During the lesson
lesson is done perfectly, however slow
a clear understanding of an j part, q
try again, giving suck information a
them strike in with a half-formed
explanations and illustrations to do
two ears, so that we can get a knowl
and not for what yon say to go in at
and that we have the gift of silence
to give ub a chance to pnt an idea aw

C. G. G.—Your inability to read
difficult than hymn.tunes is certain
ease is by no means an exceptional on
among his pnpilB. If yod had told u
whether you were able to play the a
up to time, we Bhouid have a better u
You must not forget that there is a t
there la a talent for executing musi
very first mnk is said to be a poor rea
speaks of Dreyachock’s exceedingly
was enormous. You say the dullest
and you do not understand why you
Sight. It is safe to say that when yo
you have read literature, and spent a
the easy chair with a book, you will
do now. We are sorry we can give
than practice I

S. W. Y.—Every teacher has (to meet that question many times
over. “Why will parents object to having their pupils have sheet
C. K.—I have a pupil v^ho delights
music, or a good and new piano method?” 'Because they are
“ Penny wise and pound foolish.” A teacher’s reputation with any has been through a number, of Hell
pupil is worth more than the price of a good method, or the post of Clementi’s “Gradus.” Whdk, shall
sufficient music for the pupil’s best advancement It is a good way Some of the sonatas of Haydn, Moz
to own one or more methods on purpose to lend pupils of each Bach’s “Inventions,” or “Light P
parents, rather than to use some obsolete method that would kill out. “ Well-Tempered Clavichord.” , Wi
every spark of lore for music in the child. For sheet music, you can from Schubert, Schumann, and of th
take out the music pages of your music journals, and before long you • with a striking content, like the B
will have quite a collection to select from, and thns yon will be able Godard's “Marcel;” Raff’s “Cacho
cession,” etc., etc. He needs to hav
to select and give each pieces as will meet the pupll’sexact needs.
and also his taste for harmonic colo
M. K. T.—“Why la the study of harmony so.bard, and is it necea- Schumann will be especially valuab
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artistic playing.
—The-Fmr- Gardinal ~
PRICE SB GTS., POSTPAID.
judges at the Centennial
, taut points of a good pia
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by these belong directly, an
any number of players. The object of the game iB to viz., quantity, equality,
impress on the mind of the players the important events national Exposition o
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians.
“ strength, depth, sonor
Address Publisher,
and excellence of const
fine instrument. Of the
rity,” may be considere
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. liancy,” under “ quality
Quantity.—Quantity
A loud tone consisting
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There are few really good collections of easy in¬ such,passionate craving
structive music. This album will be welcome as
with the same inheren
supplying a need with most teachers. They are
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All finest American piano
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that in the majestic depth
the collection cannot be excelled for formative onr average American
pieces.
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MUSICAL MOSAICS
By
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F« GATES*
81.60

The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen
from the highest rank of

170 AUTHORS IN 600 QUOTATIONS.
. Every teacher—every student—should own Musloat
Hos&los. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasda presentation volume it cannot be excelled.
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rjlHE EXPRESS DUPLICATOR is used by many MS.
JL writers of music and ordinary writing. It produces
a very large number of copies from every original.
Bknsingbb Duplicator Co., New York.
Send for in¬
formation.
TYURING the Christmas Holidays, Mrs. A. L. Pal1 ; mei 'j*
tress ©i tt
3oI beck Cc leg® of M s
will hold at Omaha, Nebraska, a Teachers’ Normal.
Mrs. Palmer has been conducting these Normals
fc r th< j i si fh . years, an - ba i a et * i 1 marl e "5 success
M
'•* ach <n> have taken 5Ji court ■> -» sect nd time In
these lessons a good general idea of modern technic and
modern teaching are given. For fail particulars, address
Goldbkci Cqllbqz 8088 Pine Street St. Louis, Mo.

1HE SWEETEST LITTLE.LULLABY,"“.BABY
Pink and White.’” Music by Lblia Francks,
a >os r
'it - Swe t
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Publishing Co., 8188 Pi

utaib, San Francisco. __^_TYTILL EXCHANG
IOR SALE.—A Teachers’ Technicon in excellent
ern Pines, N. C

condition Lillian Gbat Shith,-Lafayette h 1
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|R. GOLDBECK expects to return to Berlin in
* January, where important concert engagements
ait him. He is at present at the Goldbeck College,
Lohis, Mo
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copy of The Etude one year gratis. Or there are’
.
J...
e AT
Our editions of M
several music premiums to select from. Or he can take,
Schnmannls—
the cash premiums and withJiis commission buyaheet- JWords,—
_
.’
,,
Sonatina
album,
are. a
music. But the monthly visits of The Etude will furThey
are
the
best
editio
:_nishalmostanypupil.with-all-the-sheet”mnHic-that~he
wants.
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We have a fine sto
Get your puj. ;s interested in music as an art, and you which we are selling—b
have pupils who will continue their lessons for years, in all parts of the coun
%
because their ideas of music have become elevated. at small cost. Send xo
There is nothing like good musical literature to create
this’interest, and The Etude furnishes the most of it
Mr teaching i. a
for the money. Get your pupils to subscribe for and The Etude it you wan
read The Etude.
and ways of doing in
... •
*
*
*
»
Particular attention will be given to furnishing in¬
Do you want wide
structive articles for pupils during the coming.year in The
anxious to learn, inte
Etude. Teachers will especially consult their own in-,
the study of good music
threats when they induce their pupils to subscribe for
a long time, pupils wh
The Etude. : Special rates to' clubs, which see in an¬
work to ask questions
other column. Doubtless you have one or more pupils
something more than
who will be glad to secure subscribers among your
will be a credit to yo
Bfrierids and pupils.
why, pupils who take p
' V... '
.
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.
. teacher, patr ons who s
Why not get your local music dealer or newsdealer
who recommend you a
; to secure subscribers to The Etude ? We have blanks of their friends, patron
and a large show card especially for this. If you can tice, patrons who see
arrange this you can then send your pupils to the agent lessons regularly, patr
Or store, and so do much for the advancement of music children, patrons who
in your community. It is the musical communities that ___
score of waya, then ge
give the most and best pupils, and if the town is musi¬
v
cal or not depends almost entirely, on the efforts of its
Do yoiKwantto imp
music teachers,
patrons? ^!hen get th
Sehd.ub a list of your musical friends who would like
to,., see ia>- copy; of .The Etude, and we will, mail each a
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Do you want to read: the best teachers’ music maga¬
zine in the world? Then take The Etude. .

Do you want to kno
music teaching ? Tak
'■
. . , .
Do you want to be m
the world ? Take Th

